Abstract-The paper focuses on the extension to seriescompensated multiconductor transmission lines of a new fault location method based on the Electromagnetic Time Reversal (EMTR) theory. The applicability of the EMTR theory to locate faults is first summarized. Then, the paper describes the proposed algorithm to locate faults in multiconductor transmission lines using a single observation point at one of the line terminals. The application of the proposed method to seriescompensated transmission lines is finally illustrated by numerical simulations obtained using the EMTP-RV simulation environment where electromagnetic fault-transients are reproduced with reference to a realistic series-compensated overhead transmission line. The resulting fault location accuracy is quantified and analyzed with reference to different fault types.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate fault location is an essential functionality for power systems operators having a large influence on the power system restoration, stability and security in transmission networks and quality of supply in distribution networks.
As summarized in [1] , fault location procedures can be classified in two general categories: (i) phasor-based methods (e.g. [2] - [4] ) and, (ii) travelling wave-based methods, (e.g. [5] - [13] ).
Existing methods belonging to both of the previouslymentioned categories exhibit some drawbacks. In particular, the accuracy of the methods belonging to category (i) suffers from dependency on the system configuration, fault impedance and presence of distributed generations. On the other hand, methods belonging to the second category require measuring systems with large bandwidths and, also, they might predict multiple fault locations (especially when the number of observation points is limited).
Concerning the application field, fault location methods range from distribution networks to transmission systems. Concerning these latters, we can distinguish between fault location methods applied to standard transmission lines and those that have been specifically developed for seriescompensated lines 1 . However, the use of series capacitors for line reactance compensation introduces major difficulties in the fault location processes adopted for these specific lines (e.g. [14] - [16] ).
Fault location in series-compensated transmission lines has a more crucial role since these type of lines are designed to link distant nodes among which high amount of power is usually transferred. As summarized in [16] , fault location methods for series-compensated transmission lines are based on one or multiple-end measurements and, in general, are based on post-fault impedance assessment.
Within this context, this paper aims at extending the application of the so-called time-reversal process to the problem of the fault location in series-compensated transmission lines. The time reversal process was developed firstly in the field of acoustics [17] - [20] and was more recently applied to electromagnetics (e.g. [21] - [24] ). In what follows, we will make reference to the time reversal process applied to electromagnetic transients using the acronym EMTR (Electromagnetic Time Reversal).
In a previous study, the authors of this paper have demonstrated the applicability of the EMTR technique to locate faults in a single-conductor transmission line using either multiple observation points [25] , or a single observation point [26] . The present paper aims at extending the applicability of such a fault location technique to the case of series-compensated multiconductor transmission lines using a single observation point.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II describes the basic concept of the EMTR theory. In Section III, the EMTR-based fault location algorithm is presented for the case of multiconductor transmission lines where post-fault electromagnetic transients are measured in a single observation point. Section IV illustrates the application of the proposed method using EMTP-simulated cases referring to a multiconductor transmission line. Section V concludes the paper with a summary and conclusions.
II. BASIC CONCEPT OF THE EMTR THEORY
In this Section, we examine the properties of the transmission line wave equations under time reversal [25, 26] . The time reversal operator corresponds to the change of the sign of the time, i.e. to the following transformation t t t (1) .
An equation is defined as 'time-reversal invariant' if it is
invariant under the application of the time-reversal operator. The voltage wave equation for a multiconductor, lossless transmission line reads
where U(x,t) is a vector containing the phase voltages at position x and time t, L' and C' are the per-unit-length parameter matrices of inductance and capacitance of the line, respectively. Time reversing (2) yields:
Therefore, if U(x,t) is a solution of the wave equation, then U(x,-t) is a solution too. In other words, as described in [18] - [20] for ultrasonic waves, the wave equation is invariant under a time-reversal transformation if there is no absorption during propagation in the medium. In our specific application, this hypothesis is rigorously satisfied only if the transmission line is lossless. However, since power network transmission lines are generally characterized by small values for the longitudinal resistance, the applicability of EMTR to this case could also be considered [26] .
In practical implementations, a signal s(x,t) is necessarily measured only during a finite period of time from an initial time selected here as the origin t = 0 to a final time t = T, where T is a pre-defined observation window long enough to damp out all the transients in s(x,t). To make the argument of the time-reversed variables positive for the duration of the signal, we will add, in addition to time reversal, a time delay equal to T, namely:
.
Another peculiarity of the EMTR is that it is particularly efficient when the system is limited in space [20] , i.e. when the domain is characterized by boundary conditions other than perfectly absorbing ones. This feature fits the conditions associated with travelling waves in electrical power systems composed by transmission lines terminated by generic power components (transformers, power converters, etc.).
III. EMTR-BASED FAULT LOCATION ALGORITHM
The flow-chart shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the step-by-step fault location procedure based on EMTR. As it can be seen, the proposed procedure requires the knowledge of the network topology as well as its parameters. Such knowledge is used to build a corresponding network model. Fault transients, s i (t) (with i=1,2,3 for a three-phase system) are assumed to be recorded at a given observation point located inside the part of the network with the same voltage level comprised between transformers.
The transient signal initiated by the fault is assumed to be recorded within a specific time window, namely:
where t f is the fault triggering time, and T is the recording time window above defined. The unknowns of the problem are: (i) the fault type, (ii) location and (iii) its impedance. Concerning the fault type, we assume that the fault location procedure will operate after the relay maneuver. Therefore, the nature of the fault (single or multi-phase) is assumed to be known by the 'trip signal' sent from the protective relay towards the fault locator. Concerning the fault location, we assume a set of a priori locations , , 1,..., f m x m K for which the EMTR procedure is applied. It is worth observing that, in order to reduce the number of guessed fault locations, a preliminary guessed fault location calculated by modern protective relays could be utilized. Then, the proposed method could be applied to further improve the accuracy of the fault location obtained by other systems.
Concerning the fault impedance, for all the guessed fault locations, an a priori value of the fault resistance, As mentioned previously, in order to make the argument of the time-reversed variables positive for the duration of the signal, we add, in addition to the time reversal, a time delay equal to the duration of the recording time T:
ˆ( ), [0, ] s t t T (7).
For each of the guessed fault location, we can compute the energy of the signal that corresponds to the currents flowing through the guessed fault location as: , 3 2
where N is the number of samples, t the sampling time, and p indicates the different phases (a, b, c) of the line. According to the EMTR method, the energy given by (8) is maximized at the position of the fault [26] . Thus, the maximum of the calculated signal energies will indicate the real fault location: 
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE
To examine the performance of the proposed method, an application example is considered by making reference to a three-conductor series-compensated transmission line. The line length is 200 km and it has been modeled by means of a constant-parameter (CP) model implemented within the EMTP-RV simulation environment [27] - [29] . The seriescompensation is done in the center of the transmission line to achieve a compensation degree of 50%. The relevant line parameters are the following:
Positive sequence impedance: 0.03293 + j0.3184 Ω/km Positive sequence capacitance: 0.01136 μF/km Zero sequence impedance: 0.2587 + j1.1740 Ω/km Zero sequence capacitance: 0.00768 μF/km.
The line is assumed to be terminated at both ends on power transformers which, for signals characterized by highfrequency spectrum content, can be replaced by high impedances (100 kΩ in this study).
The supply of the line is provided by a three-phase AC voltage source placed at x = 0. A schematic representation of the system is shown in To examine the performance of the proposed method, three fault cases are considered: (i) a three-phase-to-ground fault at x f = 75 km, (ii) a double phase-to-ground fault at x f = 35 km and (iii) a single-phase-to-ground fault at x f = 25 km. All these three fault cases are assumed to be solid faults.
A fault occurrence generates transient signals in all three conductors of the transmission line. These transient signals are recorded in a single observation point located at x = 0 in all the three conductors of the line (OP1, OP2, and OP3). After time reversing the recorded signals, in agreement with the proposed procedure, and by assuming the knowledge of the fault type, the same fault type is realized in time-reversed state and the position of the guessed fault location is moved along the line assuming, for the fault impedance, an a priori fixed value. It is worth observing that, as it will be shown next, the value of the a priori guessed fault resistance does not affect the accuracy of the proposed fault location method. Figures 3, 4 , and 5 show the energy of the current flowing through the guessed fault points for the three-phase-to-ground fault, double-phase-to-ground fault, and single-phase-toground fault, respectively. For each case, the energy values are normalized to the corresponding peak value. These figures illustrate the calculated normalized fault current energies for two a priori guessed values of the fault resistance, namely 1 Ω and 10 Ω. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method, the position of the guessed fault location was varied every 1 km near to the real fault location.
As it can be seen, the proposed method is remarkably effective in identifying the fault location for all the three fault cases (the maximum peak of the fault current energy is obtained at the real fault location). Additionally, it appears robust against the a priori assumed fault impedance. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new fault location method based on the electromagnetic time-reversal theory, originally proposed by the authors in [25, 26] , was extended to the case of multiconductor series-compensated transmission lines. The application of the EMTR to locate faults in a power network is carried out in three steps: (1) measurement of the faultoriginated electromagnetic transient in a single observation point, (2) simulation of the back-injection of the timereversed measured fault signal for different guessed fault locations using a network model capable of representing traveling-waves, and (3) determination of the fault location by finding, in the network model, the point characterized by the highest energy concentration associated with the backinjected time-reversed fault current. One of the main advantages of the developed EMTR-based fault location method is that it requires, in general, only one observation point. Additionally, the proposed method also exhibits a robust behavior against the a priori assumed fault impedance.
The resulting fault location accuracy and robustness appear to be very promising for the case of seriescompensated transmission lines.
In view of the relatively modest computational requirements, the proposed method could be implemented in intelligent Electronic Devices (IED) as a real-time fault locator system or could also been utilized in offline mode.
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